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Senior Geologist
About Equinox Gold
Equinox Gold is a Canadian mining company with seven operating gold mines and a clear plan to
increase production by advancing a pipeline of growth and exploration projects. The Company is
delivering on its growth strategy, advancing from a single-asset developer to a multi-mine producer in
just two years, and is rapidly advancing toward its vision of producing one million ounces of gold
annually.
Job Summary
Reporting to the EVP Exploration, the primary responsibility of this full-time role will be to provide
corporate level geoscience support for global exploration activities, project studies and business
development initiatives. The role would preferably be based in Vancouver though it is not critical.
Competitive compensation package commensurate with experience.
Responsibilities
• Continued review of on-going exploration activities with goals of improving exploration models
and ensuring adherence to exploration practices and procedures
• Ensure integrity of geological and geochemical databases of existing projects
• Carry out independent analysis and investigation of geoscience queries
• Provide technical support of project review and due diligence efforts
• Provide support of internal and external reporting requirements
Qualifications / Attributes
• 10+ years’ progressive experience in the mineral exploration and mining industry
• Minimum BSc in Geology, MSc or PhD preferred
• Professional Registration in North America a plus but not required
• Experience in precious metals exploration across varied geologic settings
• Self-motivated with track record of successfully working independently
• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills, with demonstrated ability to collaborate with
multi-disciplinary teams in a dynamic working environment
• Strong computer skills including GIS, 3-D modelling, and data analysis
• Experience with QA/QC systems and protocols
• Must be able to travel internationally as required (post-pandemic)
• Fluency in Spanish and/or Portuguese an asset but not required
Please apply by sending your resumé to careers@equinoxgold.com by January 18, 2021. Please include
“Senior Geologist” in the subject line of your email.
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